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FOREWORD
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of Engineering. The co-authors, Dr. Nicholas D. Sylvester and Mr.
Stanley M. Kumor are respectively Assistant Professor and Research
Assistant in the Chemical Engineering Department.
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AWSTRACT

Drag reaurtion degradation characteristics of Seoaran AT'3P

are reported in this work. A recycle tube flow experiment was used to

investigate this property of drag reducing polymer solutions.

Exnerimental pressure gradient and flow rate measurements were made as

a function of time. From this data, friction factor-time plots on loP-

log coordinates were constructed, all of which exhibited three distinct

regions:

1. At short times, a constant friction factor given by

Virk's maximum drag reduction equation.

2. A linear region in which the friction factor increases

with time for time greater than 9D.

3. At long times, an asymptotic nonlinear approach of the

polymer solution friction factor toward the solvent

friction factor.

Correlations are presented relating 9Dý the process time maximum drag

reduction exists, and .E' the process time significant drag reduction

exists (20 + 5%) to the polymeric and system flow variables. Cor-

relations are also presented relating 9;, the real time maxinum drag re-

duction exists for a solution under continuous turbulent flow, and Q],;, the

real time significant drag reduction exists for a solution under continuous

turbulent flow, to variables of primary interest: intrinsic vi';cosity,

concentration, and velocity. Although the correlations are limited to the

range of variables studied, the essential features of the drag-reduction

degradation behavior of dilute polymer solutions in turbulent tube flow

have been dei onstrated.

a' i|
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NOMENCLATUREE

C Polymer concentration (gm/dl)

dP Pressure gradient 2
Tx- cm 2

EFF Volsystem Effective volume of test section

f Friction factor of polymer solution

f Friction factor of solvent
s

ID Constant defined by Eq. (8)

DKL Constant defined by Eq. (10)

KE Constant defined by Eq. (9)

Fq, Constant defined by Eq. (11)

L Length of test section (cm)

L' Equivalent length of pump (cm), given by Eq. (A-4)

Q Volumetric flow rate (cm 3/sec)

P 'i-Tbe radius (cm)

Re Solvent Reynolds number
S

V Spatial average velocity (cm/sec)

V So Solution volume tested (cm3

x Variable defined by Eq. (7)

Y Variable defined by Eq. (12)
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NOMENCLATURE (continued)

[n] Intrinsic viscosity (dl/gm)

n Specific viscosity
sp

P Fluid density (gm/cm3)

SD Process time maximum drag reduction exists (min)

0' }Real time maximum drag reduction exists for solution under
continuous shear. (sec)

Process time significant drag reduction exists (20 5%) (min)

g' Real time signiftant drag reduction exists for solution under
continuous shear (min)

Solvent viscosity (gm/cm.sec)

I
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Introduction

The phenomena of turbulent flow-drag reduction, which can be de-
AP

fined as an increase in the volumetric flow rate at a given pressure drop

usually due to the addition of a linear, high molecular weight polymeric

material to a low viscosity liquid, has received considerable attention

because of the many applications of both theoretical and pragmatic interest.

"Drag reduction is well documented (see, for example, references, 1-10) and I

a recent review is available (11) which summarizes typical data and discus-

ses many of the empirical and theoretical analyses that have appeared. The

many experimental studies,. as summarized by Virk (7) and expanded here,

indicate the existence of three regimesl of turbulent flow.

a) A regime without dr ag reduction wherein the polymer solutions

obey the same friction factor relation as the Newtonian solvent.

b) A regime with drag reduction in which the friction factor

relation obeyed by a given solution depends at least upon the

following system parameters - the polymer-solvent, polymer

molecular weight, molecular weight distribution, concentration,

tube diameter, and turbulent flow time. The onset of drag

reduction, i.e. the demarcation between regimes (a) and' (b),

is usually well defined.

c) An asymptotic regime which ultimately limits the maximum drag

reduction possible. The friction factor relation for this

ultimate asymptote:appears to.be independent of polymeri-'

parameters.

*i
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Although a number of theoretical models have been proposed (see

for example, reference 5,6,7,12-19), the mechanism of drag reduction is

still obscure; however, the following observations appear to be significant.

The phenomenon results from some kind of interaction between the polymer

I molecules and the turbulent 'flow L'ield. The polymler-turbulence interaction,

however, it occurs; markedly affects the region close to the tube wall.

The phenomenon depends strongly on the concentration of the highest molecular

weight species present in the molecular weight distribution and appears to

exist in the limit of infinite dilution. The above observations have been

discussed. in detail by Virk (7) and Paterson and Abernathy (10) and imply

that it is in the buffer zone, of known importance in the energetics of

turbulent flow (20-25), that the polymer-turbulence interaction responsible

for drag reduction occurs.

A number of experimenta investigations (see, for example, references

9,10,26-54) have shown that any high shear field (e.g. the turbulent flow

field) can cause polymer degradation (rupture of covalent molecular bonds

due to severe deformation resulting in molecular scission) manifesting it-

self as a decrease in polymer molecular weight and drag reduction effective-

ness with time of shear. This degralation (chain breakage) may impose

severe limitations on uses whose effectiveness is controlled by the very

high molecular weight molecules which have been shown to be more sensitive

to high shear (10,45,50,51,54-57). This type of problem has been en-

S~countered in such practical &pplications as viscosity index improvement of

lubricating oils (29,58-63) and drag reduction (9,10,33,34,54). It also

impairs the. reliability of rheological characterization at high shear (64)

and molecular weight determination by Gel Permeation Chromatography (10).
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The studies to be discussed below show that polymer degradation under high

shear is severe, that the highest molecular weight polymeric materials are

preferentially attacked and that, in reference to turbulent flow-rag

reduction, the most likely mechanism is, in the absence of chemical reactions,

a hydrodynamic interaction between the polymer molecules and the turbulent

flow field.

One way to monitor polymer degradation and at the same time evaluate

the drag reduction effectiveness of a given polymer solution is to measure

the solution friction factor as a function of the time of flow. In this

study, the effect of various independent variables (polymer concentration,

polymer solution intrinsic viscosity, and flow velocity) on turbulent flow

drag-reduction degradation was investigated. The ranges of the variables

studied was limited to those shown below by the experimental equipment

available. The polymer studied was Separan AP30 (SAP30, Dow Chemical) a

partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide (71).

1. Polymer concentration: 50 < C < 200 wppm
a

2. Intrinsic viscosity: 12 < [n] < 132 dl/g

3. Flow velocity: 140 < V < 410 cm/sec which gave a

solvent Reynolds number range of 10,500

to 31,000.

In addition to these independent variables the effects of feed solution

volume (25-50 liters) and flow system length were determined (7-51 feet).

Not including tube diameter, which was not varied, there are five independent

variables; thus, most of the experiment 1 data is confined to aqueous SAP30

solutions having an intrinsic viscosity of 41.0 dl/g.

I
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Correlations for the real flow time under continuous, turbulent tube

flow (%) that maximum drag reduction will exist and the real flow time

under continuous, turbulent tube flow ( ') that significant drag reduction

(approximately 20% or more) will last have been determined. The corre-

lations of both 9' and ' are of the form

9' KY

where Y = C2 [n]3/2/V
2

-7cm2 dl_• 1/2
and. K = 1o.92 x 10- i' - for 0' in seconds

see~g D

K = 6.6 x 10-7 min.cm£ 2C_.) 1/2
se or 0' in minutes

The correlations presented are, of course, limited to the range of variables

studied; however, it is believed that the essential drag-reduction degra-

dation behavior of dilute polymer solutions in turbulent flow has been

demonstrated and that the ideas and results presented should stimulate ad-

ditional research which will further elucidate this highly complex and

important phenomena.

Sii I
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Previous Studies

An understanding of the process of turbulent flow degradation of

high molecular weight materials is essential to the interpretation of

drag reduction measurements, to the determination of the true dependence'

of drag reduction on polymer concentration and molecular weight, and to

the selection of the most suitable drag-reducing polymer for a given ap-

plication.

The phenomenon of polymer degradation has been under investigation

for more than three decades and although many excellent papers have been

published, complete understanding is lacking because of the multiplicity of

factors which can contribute to the molecular scission. Polymer molecules

can be degraded by both mechanical and chemical means and turbulent flow

degradation may be some combination of the two, depending on the polymer

solvent system. The interpre tion of available results is complicated by

the diverse experimental methods used to produce degradation and the number

of different polymer-solvent systems studied. For simplicity, chemical

and mechanical degradation will be discussed separately, although their

interrelationships will be pointed out.

Polymeric hydrocarbons are subject to oxidation by atmospheric oxygen,

and it is generally agreed that the oxidation reaction proceeds by a free

radical, chain mechanism (65-67). The first step is an oxidative degra-

dation reaction is the generation of a free radical on a polymer chain, which

under normt I conditions is extremely slow. These radicals can be formed by

absorption of heat, ultraviolet light, high energy radiation, mechanical

stress, and reaction with radicals from a foreign source. Once radicals

have been generated within the polymer, rapid reaction with oxygen will Oc-

cur forming peroxy radicals, if oxygen is available. Hydrogen abstraction

I-
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by the peroxy radicals leads to hydroperoxide formation. Although any

carbon-hydrogen bond might provide the needed hydrogen, positions that are

especially vulnerable are those adjacent to a double bond, adjacent to an

ether linkage or on a tertiary carbon. Decomposition of hydroperoxides very

often leads to chain scission. Various metal salts (e.g. ferrous, cuprous,

cupric, and silver salts), which are often occluded in the polymer during

polymerization, accelerate hydroperoxide decomposition, and are thus active

oxidation catalysts. Metal ions may also catalyze the formation of oxygen

free radicals capable of initiating degradation. Complete details can be

found in references (65-67g.

White (34) has presented preliminary experimental data on the degra-

dation of poly(ethylene oxide) in turbulent flow which shows that the degra-

dation rates are very rapid and that significant degradation can take place

in a matter of seconds. White concludes that the degradation process is

likely to be due to a direct oxidation step initiated by high frequency

turbulent eddies. This interpretation is doubtful because the size of the

smallest eddies is much greater than the polymer molecules; thus any col-

lisions would be primarily elastic resulting in very little shear de-

formation.

"Mechanical degradation will be discussed, for convenience, in two

parts - ultrasonic degradation and shear degradation - although, in both

cases, the polymer chain bonds in effect are broken as a result of physical

stress.

Mlechanical degradation induced by ultrasonic irradiation has been

studied 'by many workers (e.g. references 45, 47-53, 55). Weissler (53)

found that cavitation (the formation and violent collapse of small bubbles

I••"""m m m m m
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in solution as a result of pressure changes which occur, for example, upon

ultrasonic irradiation) was responsible for polymer degradation induced

by ultrasonic irradiation in both polystyrene-toluene and hydroxyethyl cel-

luose-water systems. Gooberman (55) and Gooberman and Lamb (51) proposed

and tested a mechanism for ultrusonic degradation of very dilute solutions

based on the assumption that the degradation is due to the stresses set up

within a macromolecule adjacent to a collapsed cavity and the stresses set

up are due to the shock wave radiated from dhe cavity. This shock wave was

pictured as a rapid pressure rise followed by a sharp exponential pressure

drop (68). During the pressure drop, entrained solvent molecules will flow

out of the macromolecule, and since their velocity relative to the macro-

molecule will increase with distance from its center of mass, a velocity

gradient will be set up producing a stress which, if sufficiently great,

will rupture a chemical bond. It was also assumed that the polymer solutions

were dilute such that intermolecular interactions were negligible. The theory

indicates that the higher the molecular weight of a given species, the more

susceptible it is to scission, and the bond most likely to break will be one

near the center of mass of the macromolecule, and a limiting molecular

weight range should exist below which mechanical degradation should not oc-

cur. Experimental varification of the model was obtained for very dilute

solutions (0.002%) of polystyrene in benzene. No degradation products of

molecular weight less than about 5 x 10 were detected. At concentrations

grepter than 0.01% the theory began to break down. This was attributed to

intermolecular interactions which reduce the rate of cavity collapse. How-

ever, another possible explanation is the fact that cavitation intensity

varies with solution viscosity which depends on concentration for a given
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5 molecular weight and depends on molecular weight for a given concentration.

It can be concluded, from the many ultrasonic degradation studies,

thut mechanical stress is the primary mechanism of degradation even though

some free radical attack will occur depending upon the polymer-solvent

system studied (38,47,50,69); aqueous systems being most susceptible. The

apparent discr'epancies among various experimental studies (45,50) can in

most cases be explained by the fact that all reported results are strongly

dependent on experimental conditions.

Shear degradation will be discussed assuming cavitation to be absent,

although bearing in mind that under suitable experimental conditions, it

may occur and contribute to the observed degradation. Shear degradation has

been studied under various high speed mixing conditions (35-44) and in

laminar (30,54) and turbulent tube flow systems (9,10,33).

Nakano and Minoura (35,36) have studied the degradation of poly

(ethylene oxide) and poly (methyl methacrylate) in benzene by high-speed

stirring. The effects of polymer concentration, solvent, stirring speed,

and inti.il degree of polymerization on the rate of scission were investi-

gated. Their studies showed that in the concentration range, 1-4% w/v,

degradation was not caused by the interaction of polymer chains, as did those

of Arai and co-workers (41) and Harrington (43), and that a limiting molecu-

lar weight is generally observed. However, Grohn and Opitz (42) and Goto

and Fujiwara (TO) contend that interaction between polymer molecules plays

an important role in shear degradation. Bueche (56) and Bestul (57) have

presented theories postulating that the entanglements along the polymer

chains play a major role in the rupture process for molten polymers when

chemical reactions subspquent to chain rupture are neglected. General

agreement between the theories and available experimental data (see references

I .....
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l and 2 of reference 56) is shown.

Two points can be made in an attempt to partially resolve these

apparently contradictory results. As the concentration of a solution of a

polymer of given molecular weight increases, the probability of entangle-

ments between chains increases as does the viscosity of the solution.

Similarly, the probability of entanglements increases as polymer molecular

weight increases for a given concentration. Since shear degradation occurs

in the limit of infinite dilution (9,10,33,51), the interaction between

solvent and polymer chains brings about scssion and entanglements of

polymer chains are not necessary; although, their effect, if any, may not I
be observable if onl, a limited concentration range is studied. Ignoring

the effect of chemical reactions may further complicate the interpretation

of experimental data. Also, the experimental work referred to by Bueche

was for undiluted polymers where entanglements are expected to be a primary

factor. Thus the effect of entanglements will depend on at least the 4
polymer-solvent system, the polymer concentration, polymer molecular weight

and the polymer conformation in solution.

Ram and Kadim (30) studied the shear degradation of polyisobutylene

solutions in laminar flow through capillaries. The effects of initial

molecular weight, concentration, temperature, and wall shear stress on degra-

dation were investigated. They found that the apparent viscosity of a given

polymer solutions (measured under low stress conditions) decreased with

time of shearing at high stresses and approached an asymptotic value and

that the magnitude of the value decreased as the shear stress increased. It

was also found that for a constant shear stress degradation was less ef-

fective (in terms of the relative drop in average molecular weight) as
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polymer concentration increased in contrast to other published results.

This discrepancy can be explained by the rollowing argument. To maintain

shear stress constant for a given tube while increasing polymer concen-

tration, it is necessary to decrease the flow rate and thus decrease the

shear rate. Since it is the shear field which controls the hydrodynamic

forces on the polymer chains, the results of Ram and Kadim are expected

and are indeed consistent with the results showing degradation increasing

with increased concentration under constant shear rate conditions. In this

case, when the concentration is increased with the shear rate held constant,

the shearing stresses will be increased producing increased degradation.

Patterson et.al (54) studied the effect of degradation by pumping

on normal stresses and drag reduction for polyisobutylene in toluene and

cyclohexane. They found from molecular weight distribution curves and

intrinsic viscosities that the major effect of mechanical degradation was

the breakdown of the largest polymer molecules with a relatively small

decrease in the viscosity-average molecular weight. They also found from

drag reduction measurements that polyisobutylene degraded faster in toluene

than in cyclohexane. Toluene is a better solvent (i.e. the polyisobutylene

molecules are more expanded in toluene) than cyclohexane indicating that

the interaction with solvent has a strong effect on degradation rates.

However the use of turbulent flow drag reduction results to draw conclusions

concerning the degradation characteristics of different polymer-solvent

systems can be misleading, because the drag reduction characteristics them-

selves are strongly dependent on the polymer-solvent system. For example,

the better the solvent for a given polymer, all other things being equal,

the greater the drag reduction. Thus, as will be shown below, one must be

I
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very c:trefu] indeed when analyzing turbulent flow drag reduction degradation 11
data because of the coupled and highly nonlinear phenomena involved.

Fisher and Rodriguez (33), Paterson and Abernathy (i0) and Ke-.is

(9) have recently presented data on shear degradation and drag reduction

of various polymer solutions in turbulent tube flow. In each study, it

was shown that the decrease i1 i drag reduction effectiveness due to degra-

dation was very rapid and severe. The study of Paterson and Abernathy is

particularly noteworthy. The authors attempted to determine the change in I
polyiner molecular weight distribution as a function of time of flow. Al-

though shear degradation also occurred in their Cel Permeation Chromatography

columns, they were able to obtain very important results. Also, a number of

the present authors previous, intuitive contentions and those to be pre-

sented in this report concerning the drag reduction and degradation phe-

nomena were substantiated experimentally. These results are listed below.

1. Intrinsic viscosity, in general, failed to correlate the drag

reduction for fixed concentration and flowrate.

2. Drag reduction is more dependent on the molecular weight

distribution of a given polymer than on its average molecular

weight as determined by intrinsic viscosity.

3. Drag reduction depends primarily on the highest molecular

weight species in a given distribution.

4. Drag reduction and degradation appears to exist in the limit

of infinite dilution indicating that both phenomena are due

to the intera, tion of individual polymer molecules with

solvent. .!

5. The rate of degradation increases with polymer molecule size,

i •
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6. The molecular weight dependence of degradation is not uniquely

determined by the weight average molecular weight. It appears

that once the high molecular weight components of the distri-

bution have been preferentially degraded, the rate of degra-

dation slows down.

It should be obvious, based on the above, that both the ultra-

sonic-mechanical and shear-mechanical degradation processes are essential-

ly the same. They both result from hydrodynamic polymer-solvent inter-

actions caused by violent shearing of the bulk solutions at the molecular

level, which can be achieved by ultrasonic irradiation, high speed stir-

ring, or laminar and turbulent tube flows.

It is clear that in the turbulent flow of drag reducing polymer

solutions, molecular degradation caused by both chemical and mechan cal

factors occurs. It is believed that the primary cause of degradation is

the hydrodynamic interaction of solvent and polymer which will be facili-

tated by entanglements. Of course, if Vree radicals are formed during the

meclhanical degradation process oxidation by dissolved oxygen, which is

readily available in aqueous solution, will also occur. The existence,

in most all cases, of a limiting molecular weight range below which es-

sentially no further degradation takes place is very strong evidence in

favor of the above. The apparent superiority of many polymers (see for

example, 9, 33 and this work) over poly(ethylene oxide) still needs

further examination.
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Apparatu-s

In order to evaluate some of the parameters involved in drag

reduction and drag ;reduction degradation,.a simple recycle pressure drop

experiment was constructed and is illustrated in Figure 1. The circled I

numbers on Figure 1 correspond tQ those listed in Table.I - the legend for

Figure 1. Solutions to be tested were placed in the feed tank which was a I
15 gallon drum coated internally with an epoxy resin paint to inhibit cor-

rosion. The solutions were pumped from the feed tank through the system

to a'collection reservoir by an ECO constant volume gear pump (Model 400,

rated 3 gpm) constructed of 30h stainless steel with teflon gears and equip-

ped with a Reeves Motordrive variable speed transmission (194-1750 RPM).

The system fittings, valves, and tubing (0.24h"I.D.) were also constructed

from 304 stainless steel.. The collection reservior was a 211 I.D. Pyrex

glass pipe equipped with a three way Pyrex glass valve which allowed the

solutions to be either returned to the feed tank or diverted through the

sample part fQr fl'owrate measurements. Pressure drop measurements were made

with 60" Ieriam vertical monometers (Model 30 PA 1OTM) connected to pressure

taps located 10 ft. and 15 ft. from the end. of the tube. The temperature

00
for all runs was maintained at 30.00C + 0.10 C by a Sargent Thermometer

(Model S). The feed tank was equipped with a cooling coil and a Lightening

mixer (Model XP).with a 2-1/2" Propeller, to insure that the solutions were

Sadequately mi" ed.

The pressure drop apparatus was checked with water by comparing the

experimentally determined, friction factor with that calciulated from the

Blasius equation

S.

S... ..
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TABLE I

Legend of Experimental Apparatus

1. Feed tank (capacity 15 gals)

2. E'co gear pump. (Model 400) and Reeves motodrive variable speed
transmission (194-1750 RPM).

3. Meriam 60" vertical manometer (M4odel 30 PAIOTM).

4. Test section 3/8" 0.D. S.S. 304 tubing 0.244" I.D.

5. Collection reservoir.

6. Sample port (3 way value).

7. Sargent thermometer temperature controller (Model S).

8. Lightening mixer (Model XP).

9. Cooling coil.

10. Drain.

11. Sample vessel (2000 IL graduate cylinder).

I

.5
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f = 0.0791 (NRE -1/4

and the Prandtl-Karman law

1 4.0 Log 1 0 (N RE - 4.0

--

The comparison with the Blasius equation is shown in Figure 2. The maximum

deviation was - 3.60% and the average deviation was + 1.29% when compared

to Blasius equation.

ii
7-

-U.
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Experimental Procedure

The drag reduction and drag reduction degradation experiments were

conducted in the following manner.

On the day before an experiment, a concentrated solution of polymer

was prepared such that when diluted in the feed tank the desired concen-

tration was achieved. This method was used rather than preparing a

master batch from which all experiments were run in order to avoid degra-

dation of the polymer solution due to storage over long periods of time.

On the day of an experiment, the feed tank was filled with the amount

of solvent required to give the desired polymer concentration. The mixer

was started and the temperature controller turned on. Next, the pump was

started and set to give the desired flowrate. The manometers lines were

bled to insure that they were filled with liquid. The liquid bled from

the manometer lines was measured and replaced with fresh solvent. This

was done to avoid the possibility of residual polymer in the lines from

previous runs. When the water had reached the desired temperature, the

pressure drops and flowrates were measured twice. The flowrate was deter-

mined by diverting the flow of the collection reservoir through the sample

part to the sample vessel for a given period of time and then weighing the

contents of the sample vessel. Using the experimental values of the pres-

sure drops and flowrates, the friction factors were calculated and compared

to the value predicted by the Blasius equation. Typical agreement was

+ 2%. This was done before each run to insure that the equipment was

operating properly. Satisfied that the system was operating properly; the

concentrated polymer solution was added to the feed tank and the timer

started. Pressure drop and flowrate measurements were usually made at the

following times:
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TIME (Min.)

0.5

1.0

2.5

5 - 60 (5 minute intervals)

60 - 120 (15 minute intervals)

120 - 240 (30 minute intervals)

24o - (60 minute intervals)

At the conclusion of an experiment, the system was flushed with water at

least twice and the manometer lines were bled. Experimental data were

taken for nominal tube lengths of 51, 32, and 7 feet and feed solution

volumes of 50, 37.5 and 25 liters. Data for a system length of 7 feet

were taken by diverting the flow through the by-pass rather than the

system. Pressure drop and flowrate measurements were taken at 30 minute

intervals at which time the solution was run through the entire system for

one minute to allow the manometers to come to equilibrium. The pressure drop

and flowrate were recorded and the system again returned to by-pass ope-

ration.

Viscosity samples were taken for many runs at the following times:

(0, 15, 30, 6o, 120, 240, 480 minutes). After the first hour of a run

relative viscosity measurements were made using a Fish-Schurman Ubbelohde

viscometer (Model 0 003 - U - 30h) suspended in a constant temperature0

bath. The temperature of the bath was maintained at 30.0 0 C + 0.001 0C by a

Sargent Thermometer (Model S). This same viscometer assembly was also used

to determine the intrinsic viscosity of all polymer-solvent systems tested.

I

I
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Results and Discussion

Polymer and Dilute Solution Properties,

The dilute solution properties of the drag reducing polymer studied

here [Separan AP30 (Dov Chemical Co.) a partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide],

have been investigated by Sylvester and Tyler (71). The chemical structure

of this flexible, high molecu2lar welght, lineear polymer can be represented

by

where 14 W 3 and 1! is large. The average molecular weight of this anionic

polyelectrolyte is approximately two million. Folyelectrolytes are much

more extended in solution becsase of the electrostatic repulsion of the

chain ionic groupu which leads to much higher Intrinsic viscosity values

(71).

The reduced viscosity-concentration data for Separan AP30 in

various solvents is shown in Figure 3 and the intrinsic viscosity values

are x ecorded in Table 2. An analysis of the treated water is given in

Table 3. It is readily seen that the intrinsic viscosity of an aqueous-

Separan AP30 solution is strongly dependent on the ionic content of the

solvent. This type of behavior is well known for polyelectrolytes in

general (72-74) and Separan AP30 in particular (71). As will be shown,

the intrinsic viscosity of a polymer solution has a large effect on its drag

reduction degradation characteristics.

I
-- I
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200. I I II I i
SOLVENTS

A DISTILLED WATERI
180- U 75% DISTILLED, 25% TREATED WATER

*TREATED WATER

160 * TREATED WATER,

E0 20

100

60-

0 40 80 120 160 200 2-40 2r0
CONCENTRATION (PPM)

Fig. 3. Reduced viscosity-concentration~ plots for all
Separan-solvent systems tested.
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TABLE 2

Solvent (ni dl/gm

1. Distilled water 132.0

2. 75% distilled water

25% treated water

3. Treated water 41.0

4. 0.0114 MgC1 2 in treated water 12.0

I
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TABLE 3

Analysis of Treated Water

Parts per million Parts per million

Total Dis. Solids 480. Chloride (NaC!) 40.

Total Hard. (CaCO) 11. Su 'ate (Na2 Soh) 174.

Ca. Hard. (CaC03) 7. Silica (Sio 2) 10.

Mg. Hard. (CaCO 3 ) 4. Total Iron (Fe) 0.4

Total Alk. (CaCO 3 ) 248. pH 7.7

Manganese as Mn 0.05

/ I
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DRAG REDUCTION AND DRAG REDUCTION DEGRADATION

The addition of a high molecular weight linear polymer to a low

"viscosity liquid can cause a dramatic decrease in the required pressure

gradient at a given flowrate (1-10). However, if the polymer solution

is continuously sheared in turbulent flow, degradation of the macro-

molecules eventually occurs, resulting in an increased pressure gradient

requirement. This phenomena is demonstrated very vividly in the

representative friction factor versus time curves shown in Figure 4.

These curves were constructed from experimental flowrate and pressure

gradient measurements taken at specified intervals of time using the

recycle pressure drop apparatus diagrammed in Figure 1. The measured

volumnetric flowrates were used to calculate the spatial average velocity

from Equation (1)

TR2

The measured pressure gradient and the spatial average velocity, V,

were used to calculate the friction factor from Equation (2)

7 J---X-i(2)
f= 1- PV 2

Note that both V and f are functions of time due to the degradation of

the polymer solutions. The solvent Reynolds number is given by Equation

(3).

Re p(3)
S u
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where P is the solvent viscosity.

All the measured friction factor versus time data when plotted.

on log-log coordinates exhibited three distinct regions as shown

in Figure 4.

i) At short times, a constant friction factor given byVirk's
maximum drag reduction equation (7).

2) A Linear region in which the friction factor increases with

time for time greater than 0DI

3) At long times, an asymptotic nonlinear approach of the polymer

solution friction factor toward the solvent friction factor.

For turbulent pipe flow of Newtonian fluids, the Blasius equation relates

the friction fadtor and the Reynolds number and is given by Equation (4)

f= 0.0791 (Re )-0" 2 5  
(4)

iS

while the Virk equation, Equation 5, relates the minimum friction factor

attainable with drag reducing polymer solutions to the solvent Reynolds

number. I

= 0.59 (Re 0 58  . (5)'

Figure 5 shows the friction factor - Reynolds number'data for all the

solvents tested as well as the zero time friction factor - Reynolds number

data for all Separan AP30 solutions tested.. It can be seen that the solvent

data is well represented by the Blasius equation and that at zero time all

Separan solutions achieve maximnum drag reduction as given by Virk.

For' short times, the data points (see Fig. :4) fall on the maximun drag I

A.'
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3ý-N CONC =10PPM
TEST LENGTH = 51 f t

VELOCITY =1443.0 cm/sec
\.LJSOLUTION VOLUME 25 liters

81) INTRINSIC VISCOSITY: 41 dI/gm

f0 100 1 1 1100 1 111 0
0.0 0000

f ~ CONC = 100 PPM
TEST LENGTH 2=5 ift

01 VELOCITY: 2214.50 cm/sec
SOLUTION VOLUME = 5 liters
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reduction asymptote; however, as time increases the solutions become

progressively less effective in reducing frictional drag, due to macro-

molecular degradation. During the constant friction factor period,

degradation is definitely taking place but has not reached the extent

1-i',T-re less than maximum drag reduction occurs.

On the basis of existing theory (55,56,57) and experiment (10,54),

u.clhanic) -shear degradation should preferentially attack the highest

molecular weight components and the disproportionate decrease in drag

reduction effectiveness depends primarily on the degradation of the

highest molecular weight species of a polydisperse polymeric material.

Thus solutions of higher concentration require longer flow times before

the effect of degradation becomes noticeable. Above a certain concen-

tration of high molecular weight components, the solution is saturated

and maximum drag reduction is observed. As degradation attacks the

higher molecular weight components the average molecular weight decreases

but the observed drag reduction remains unaltered as long as their concen-

tration remains above the minimum necessary for maximum drag reduction.

As flow time and thus degradation proceed, the concentration of the drag

reducing macromolecules continues to decrease ultimately becoming lower

than the minimum required for maximum drag reduction and the measured

friction factor begins to increase toward that of the solvent.

The time 0D' which is interpreted as the process time that a given

polymer solution under a specific set of flow conditions will exhibit

maximum drag reduction, was determined for all runs as the intersection

of the extrapolated straight lines of regions one and two and is indicated

in Figure 4. The time Q., which is interpreted as the process time that a

given polymer solution under a given set of flow conditions will exhibit
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significant drag reduction (approximately 20 + 5%) was determined for all

runs as the intersection of the extrapolated straight lines of region

two and the solvent friction factor and is also indicated in Figure 4.

The times @D and QE have signifi'-ant practical value for the design

engineer. They will be correlated with polymeric and flow variables in

this work to enable one to predict the drag reduction effectiveness of a

given polymer s)lution under a specific set of turbulent flow conditions.

From the friction factor - time plots (see Figure 4) percent drag

reduction versus time curves can be constructed. The percent drag

reduction is given by Equation (6)

% Drag Reduction I i - 1-- •100 (6)f"

where f is the friction factor of the polymer solution and f is the

friction factor of the solvent at a given .olvent Reynolds number.

Drag reduction histories for three polymer concentrations at each

of three spatial average velocities are shown in Figure 6. It is seen

that for a specific concentration the time maximum drag reduction in

maintained increases with decreasing velocity and that for a given velocity

the maximum drag reduction time increases with increasing concentration.

Analysis and Correlation of QD and 0E

The following experimental variables affected both @D and QE in

a similar manner.

a) Polymer solution volume.

b) Length of the flow section including the pump.

4
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VELOCITY =410 CM/sec

VELOITY 22 cmsec 50 PPM IOP

10%

VOLUME~~~26 OFSLTPNM50ltr

VEOINTYII VICOIT 41e 50l/gmPP

VELC0 T 140 10se0 PP000PP

1.0 10 ~TIME (MIN) 1010

FTG. 6. Percent drag reduction-time plot for various polymer
concentrations at various velocities.
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c) Plow velocity.

d) Polymer concentration.

e) Intrinsic viscosity of polymer solution.

Each variable was treated independently, that is, while holding the

others constant, and will be discussed in order. Our object here is to

relate 0D and 9E to the variables li. ted such that the effect of the pump

and solution volume tested can be eliminated permitting the determination

of new quantities 0 ;and ' which can be related directly to the vari-ofnw unite D @E

ables of primary interest -velocity, concentration, and intrinsic

viscosity. Figure 7 shows that 9D is proportional to the volume of the

solution tested. Figure 8 shows that 9D is a linear function of the length

of the flow section including the pump. Extrapolation of 0D versus length

lines to zero tube length permitted the determination of the degradation

effect of the pump in terms of an equivalent length of tubing (see Ap-

pendix A). Figure 9 shows that D is inversely proportional to theD

velocity squared and Firgure 10 that 0D is directly proportional to the

polymer concentration squared. Figure 11 shows that OD is proportional I
tothe intrinsic viscosity raised to 3/2 power. The functional dependence .

of 0 E on the variables plotted in Figures 7 through 11 was the same as

that for 0 D; however, there was more scatter in the data due to the un--

certainty of the extrapolation necessary to obtain GE values.

In the correlation of the experimental data, it is assumed that

degradation in the feed tank and in solution preparation are negligible.

The correlations to be presented are limited to the range of variables

studied; i.e.
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FIG. T. QD versus solution volume tested.
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I

103
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SOLUTION VOLUME =25 L
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FIG. 9. 9 versus flow velocity.
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FIG. 11. 9D versus intrinsic viscosity.
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1. Polymer: Separan AP30

2. Tube Diameter: 0.2hh1" I.D.

3. Velocity: 1i40-410 om/sec, ciorresponding to a solvent I

Reynolds number, range of 10,500 -- 31,000.

4. Polymer Concentration: 50-200 WPPM.
,I

5. Intrinsic Viscosity: 12-132 dl/gmi

Further experimental work is required for thils polymer oVer a larger

range of variables and especiall-y for different tube diameters. Although

it is expected that 0D will depend on tube Aiameter, the dependence mny

be small as it is in drag reduction (6,16,27,75-77) provided the degra- I

dation phenomena also occurs in the buffer zone. However, if degradation

occurs throughout the tube cross section, a substantial diameter dependency

could result. Additional work is also required for different polymers

(e.g. poly(ethylene oxide)). Our prelimnAary work showed Polyox to be

much more sensitive to drag reduction degradation than Separ4n which is in

accord with the findings of Kenis (9) and Fisher and Rodriquez (33).

As indicated by the results shown in Figures 7 through 11, the

correlation of 0 or 0 can be written in the form
D E

(Vso)) (C 12 N ]/2

9D (V 2)(EFF Vol ) )

Sys

wh er e

r V = Volume of Solution -(0m I
VSo).

C = Polymner Concentration (gm/dl)

[H] = Intrinsic Viscosity (dl/gm) 1'

V = Flow Velocity (cmi/sec)

EFF Vol = Effective Volume of Test Section Including Pump.sys

;A
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and Equation (7) can be written in the form

D - 0 X (8)

A log-log plot of QD versus X should be linear with a slope of unity

and is as shown in Figure 12. The average percent deviation of the data

in Figure 12 is + 17% and the value of K is 1.87 x 10-6 (nin)cxn
2 •/9l 1/2

sec

It can be seen from the correlation presented in Figure 12 that the data

points for the solutions having intrinsic viscosities different from

hl(dl/gm)ideviate considerably from the best line throurh the data. Assuming

that this deviation is not the result of a different dependence on the

variables of Equation (7) (whose proof requires additional experimentation),

the following twd explanations seem reasonable. The uncertainty of the

value obtained by extrapolation of the reduced viscosity-concentration

data to zero concentration for high intrinsic viscosities (e.g. Ln] >25),

which h as b;en discussed in a previous study (71), may lead to [I values

higher than the actual values consequently yielding high values for the

correlation variable, X. Also, the probability of ionic contamination of

the polymer solutions in the flow system would result in effective [r]

values lower than those measured for the pure systems again resulting in a

k4igh value for the correlation variable. Both of these effects would produce

the type of deviation shown in Figure 12, especially for the two points with

['i values greater than 41.0. The correlation of 9 is given by Equation

(9) and shown in Figure 13.

.L K. x (9)

The fit of 9 data is not as good having an average percent deviation of

IJ
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FIG. 12. Q versus X plot for all yolymer solutions tested.
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FIG. 13. 9 versus X plot for all polyruer solutions tested.
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+ Ii' /%. This is to he expected because of the uncerte.inty of the extra-

polatiori necessary to obtain the 9E values. The value of KE is

""2.B x Tin cm2  i The 9, values are more than an order
see

01 ritatgnitude greater than 9

J Since both PD and 9E depend on the solution volume and the

particular pump used, it is desirabl-e to eliminate these effects and thus
determine the quantities 0' and 9' which are dependent only on the primary

variables of interest - velocity, concentration, and intrinsic viscosi.ty.

The required relations are

Q,= IC (10)

where Y

C2 [n]3I2

and the data are shown in Figures l4 and 15. The average percent deviationS' + h on ob 09 -7

of 91' is + 19,15 and that of 0E + 44%. I was found to be 10.92 X 10

M 1/1 -7 min cm2 (dl I/,2secm i and K' was 6.6 x 1 -0 L ICe I;m
For the range of variables studied, the correlation presented can

he used as Follows. For a given polymer solution (concentration id

intrinsic viscosity known) under specific flow conditions (average velocity

known) the variable Y can be calculated from Equation (12). With Y known

9 and G can be determined from Figures 14 and 15 or Equations 10 and 1 1
-..- 1;

Srespectively. 9,@' gives the real time maximum drag reduction will exist

_:T

*.,

a
1s-i
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FIG. 15. QE versus Y plot for all polymer solutions.
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while 0' gives the real time that significant drag reduction (approximately
II

20%) will last. Both quantities 0' ard. 0' are for polymer solutions

continuously being sheared in turbulent flow.

! I
I:,

2•I

• I m .m
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Conclusions and 1Pecommendations J

Many papers (I-i0) have appeared showing the spectacular effects

that polymers can achieve in reducing frictional drag for turbulent pipe I
flow. ''hese papers point out the elaborate precautions taken in order to 7

avoid polymer solution degradation. Before drag reducing polymers can be

utilized intelligently, the drag reduction degradation characteristics of

these polymers must be understood. Several papers (30,34) have presented a

degradation data of polymer solutions; however, the data reported were

exclusively on molecular degradation. Recently, attempts have been made to

relate molecular degradation of these polymers to drag reduction degrt-

dation (9,10,33).

In this study, the drag reduction degradation characteristics of

.eeparan AP30 have been reported and a limited amount of success has been

achieved in relating the degradation characteristics of Separan AP30 to

polymeric, system, and flow variables.
.4

Using a recycle pressure drop experiment, pressure gradients and flow

rate measurements were taken at specific intervals of time. From this data,

frictior: factor - time plots were constructed. All friction factor-time

pleoL onio log-iou coordinates exhibited three di:stinct regions:

i) At short times, :t constant friction factor given by Virk's

equation. .

2) A lioear rerion in which tle friction factor increases with

time for time g.reater than 0

) At. lorn times, an asymptotic nonlinear anproach of the polymer

solution Friction facLor toward the solvent friction factor.
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.ro, thc'ne plots, 0, the process time maximum drao, re2duction existed, was

.dotcririned Prom the intersection of the straiphr line extrapolations of

rcgjonn one and two. Likewise, PI, the process time sir-nificant drag

Sreduction existed (20 + 5% ), was determined from the intersection of

straight line extrapolations of region two and the solvent friction factor.

For the limited range of the variables listed below:

1) Polymer: Separan AP30

2) Concentration: 50-200 PPM

3) Velocity: 140-410 cm/sec

4) Intrinsic Viscosity: 12-132 dl/gm

5) Tube Diameter: 0.619 cm

6) Test Oection Length: 213-1550 cm

7) Volume of SolDition Tested: 25-50 liters

Correlations are presented relating D and 9 to these variables and. are
D E

given by equations (3) and (9) respectively.

S,• i D 1.87 '- 1.0- X( )

= 62.3 x lO-6 X (9)

where X is defined by equation (7).

Correlations are also presented which relate the drag reduction

characteristics of Separan 11J130 to the variables of primary interest -

intrinsic viscosity., concentration, and velocity. GD', the real time

z maximum drag reduction exists for a solution under continuous shearingT

conditions, is related to these variables by equation (10)

'0 - 10.92 x 10 Y (lo)

II
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where Y is defined b.h equa.tion (12). 0, the real time significant drag

reduction exists (20 + 5%) for a solution under continuous shearing con-

ditions, is also related to these variables and is given by equation (ii).

' "-66. x i0-7 7 (ii)

rTwo limitations severely restrict the use of these correlations;

the most important beirw the fact that they are for a single tube diameter

(0.619 cm); secondly that they are for a single polymer, Separan AP30.

Therefore, it is recommended that the range of all variables be extended,

especially tube diameter and polymer type. ideally, an experimental study

should have the capability of continuously monitoririg the composition and

molecular weigh` distribution of the polymer solution during shear. Thus

although the correlations presented are limited, it is believed that the

essential drag-redcudtion dei-radation behavior of dilute polymer solutions

in turiulen:t flow has been demonstrated and that the ideas and results

presented should stimuiate additional research which will further elucidate

this highly complex and important phenomena.

A.

i
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Appendix A

If toe pump had no degradation effect on the polymer solutions,

P •then D should approach infinity as L approached zero; however, this was
4' D

not the case as can be seen in Figure 8. Therefore, 9D must be inversely

TI: proportional to the lengtn of the test section, L. plus an additional

length which accounts for the degradation effect of the pump, L'.

~ 1 (A-i)
D L+L'

A Since the curves shown in Figure 8 are linear, the ratio given in equation

F(A-2) can be found from aa.y two points on a constaAit velocity line.

9(l) (2)
rD L + (A-2)[ DL -1L

L' ±s assumed at this point to be constant for a given pump rotational

lo speed. Solving for L' in equation (A-2), we obtain

= (2)L(2) _ W(L)(1)

() (2)

S1
Using equation (A-3), the value of L' was calculated for each value of the

-flow velocity. All three values of L' were found to be approximately equal

to 2300 + 200 cm. The average value (2324 cm) was used to calculate the

effective volume of the te:.t section.

. Tr D
u.F Vol = ---- (L + T') (A-4)

Sy

fU
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Therefore, the additional degradation effect caused by increasing the

pump rotational speed to achieve higher flow rates was accounted for

completely by the velocity term in Equation (7).

I

II
I
I

I
I

Iq
4:

Aa
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